Using Captioned TV for Teaching Reading.  FASTBACK

Suggesting that captioned television is a powerful motivator for teaching reading comprehension, this fastback offers a procedure for teaching with captioned television, including taping captioned programs off the air. The fastback notes that captioned television is useful in intermediate and advanced English-as-a-Second-Language (ESL) programs, students in grades 5 to 12 and adults whose reading comprehension levels are significantly below expectations for their grade or age, and remedial programs, special education, reading, or English programs for students whose tested comprehension is between fourth- and eighth-grade reading levels. The fastback provides suggestions for choosing appropriate programs and explanations of copyright and off-air recording regulations. The fastback also provides two sample lesson plans for ESL students and advice for using captioned television in the content areas. A sample captioned television study guide is attached. (RS)
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Introduction

Welcome to captioned television, a powerful motivator for teaching reading comprehension and literature skills. But be careful. Students will clamor for TV. Although it is recommended for use only once or twice a week as a supplement to your regular teaching program, your students will want it every day — just as they do at home! After all, you will be showing some of your students' favorite prime-time network shows, though the sound of these programs will be turned off while they read the captioned dialogue.

Captions are subtitles electronically imposed on the TV screen. They represent the dialogue and sound effects of a program. Originally developed for the deaf and hard of hearing, captions are produced by encoding the edited dialogue of a television program onto the videotape or broadcast signal. Usually, viewers must possess a separate caption-decoding device placed between the signal source and a television set to receive the coded captions. These signals are known as "closed captions," since a decoder must be used to reveal the captions. However, if you record your programs with burned-in or "open captions," all you need is a video player or recorder wired to a television set in the normal manner. These distinctions will be explained in a later section.

Teaching with silently viewed captioned television is designed primarily for students in grades 5 to 12 and adults whose reading comprehension levels are significantly below expectations for their grade or age. Captioned TV will be useful in remedial programs, special
education, reading, or English programs for students whose tested comprehension is between fourth- and eighth-grade reading levels. It also is recommended for students in intermediate and advanced English-as-a-second-language classes. Special education, low-intermediate ESL students, and severely remedial readers may use captioned cartoons because of their low vocabulary levels and high repetition of key vocabulary. Other students who may find captioned television useful are advanced readers, who read “real time” captions broadcast with news or documentary programs.

Captioned television can be used to address a variety of skills:

- Basic reading skills, including study of sight vocabulary, base words, multiple meanings, compounds, dictionary work, words within words, pronunciation, and word analysis.
- Reading comprehension skills, including literal recall, interpretation, drawing conclusions, making inferences, prediction, and critical thinking.
- Grammar and syntax practice, including identifying complete and incomplete sentences, pronoun referents, transforming direct into indirect dialogue, using prepositions to describe objects in a scene, and using inflected forms to describe parts of speech.
- Writing skills, including producing paragraphs, summaries, précis, dialogues, and scripts.

This fastback offers a procedure for teaching with captioned television, including recording your own captioned programs off the air. Suggestions for choosing appropriate programs and explanations of copyright and off-air recording regulations are provided. Sample lesson plans also are included.

A Word About Reading Levels

Television comedies are the most suitable programs to use with students. However, the lack of narration in these shows makes it diffic-
cult to determine readability levels. Typically, readability formulas depend on sentence length and words per sentence; but television dialogue, with only four to six words per sentence and constant change of speaker, does not lend itself to conventional readability analysis.

It is more convenient to use vocabulary to rank programs from less to more difficult. For example, "Head of the Class" tends to use more difficult vocabulary, because it takes place in a classroom of gifted students who use scientific and literary language. "Perfect Strangers," because of one character's puns and malapropisms, also is difficult. Programs where the main characters are teenagers, such as "Growing Pains," "Family Ties," "Who's the Boss," and "The Cosby Show," tend to be less difficult. Programs such as "Family Matters" and "Full House" have the least difficult vocabulary because of the larger numbers of very young children in the casts.
Teaching with Captioned TV

There are a number of things that teachers should consider when using captioned TV. First, it is important to entice your students by announcing that you will show them a TV comedy show. Tell the students both the title of the series you have chosen and the title of the particular program you are going to show them.

Ask the students a focusing question that will arouse their interest in the program. For example: “Have you ever known a student who usually gets good grades; but when she starts getting poor grades and you ask her why, she tells you to get lost? Let’s watch this episode of ‘Head of the Class,’ where Sarah’s grades make her whole class upset.” Or, “Have you ever tried to cook something in the living room? Let’s see what happens to Larry and Balki in this episode of ‘Perfect Strangers,’ when the boys try to bake up a storm of pastry for their new catering business.”

Take a few moments to allow students to discuss the focusing question. This will further pique their curiosity and concentrate their attention on relating personally to the subject of the program. See the sample study guide for examples of other focusing questions.

Before showing the program, preview the vocabulary words that will be in the program. This is known as “glossing.” Most of the words should be conceptually difficult; these words should be defined directly for the students by the teacher or illustrated until students can produce their own meanings. Words of eight or more letters also should
be listed in the vocabulary. These words need not be conceptually difficult, but merely longer words.

Provide each student with a list of the vocabulary words. You also may want to list the words on the chalkboard. Pronounce each word carefully, and have your students repeat the words. Pronunciation, structural analysis, and spelling may be taught at this time. Since the captions sometimes appear and disappear rapidly, students should be familiar with these words before viewing the program, so they will recognize the words when they appear on the screen. This entire procedure should take about 10 minutes.

When you start the program, leave the sound on for about five minutes. This introduces the characters, establishes the dramatic premise of the episode, and sparks your students' interest in the story. Then, turn off the sound of the program. Students will need to read the captioned dialogue to see the story to the end.

At first, some students will find it difficult to read the captions. In fact, some will attempt to read the captions out loud; this should be discouraged. Tell students that their eyes will move much more rapidly than their lips. As they become accustomed to reading in this way, you will hear them laughing at the jokes. At that point you will know that the students are comprehending the story by reading the captions.

At some point in the episode, you may wish to interrupt the program to teach a comprehension or literature skill. Interrupt the program for a few moments to encourage students to predict what will happen in the plot or what a character will do or say, or to clarify what a character said. A longer interruption can be used to allow the class to construct a dialogue, to write the rest of the script, to act out the rest of a scene or the rest of the story, or to exemplify the use of a literary concept.

When you finish viewing the program, use one or more of the following activities to increase comprehension:
• Administer a 10- or 20-item comprehension check (see the sample study guide). Questions should emphasize skills in literal recall (remembering facts and details) and interpretation (making inferences and drawing conclusions). All questions should be based on the captions, not on any purely visual cues.

• Ask students, individually or in cooperative groups, to write summaries of the program.

• Administer vocabulary tests of words drawn from the program. Matching tests are good for assessing word-definition retention. Sentence completion or fill-in-the-blank assessments are context-based evaluations.

• Assign short compositions for which students construct a story or essay that must contain a specified number of words from the vocabulary list. This method requires students to apply their skills and reveals students' specific strengths and deficiencies in using words.

• Teach students the techniques of script writing for television and film. Dialogue, stage directions, camera angles, timing, visualization, and direction are some of the writing skills that may be developed.

• Teach your students about the basic elements of literature through a television program. Literary elements explored through television sitcoms include plot structure, characterization, setting, point of view, tone, mood, and so on. Discuss literary types, such as satire and fantasy, and devices, such as symbolism, allusion, and irony.

• Ask students to write character studies. Students can list all the characters in a given show and assign a descriptive word to each one. Alternatively, students might analyze why certain characters behave the way they do, thinking about their motivations and aspirations.

• Set up an imaginary scenario in which a particular character is placed in a problematic situation different from the one shown
in the program. The assignment could be a written narrative or dialogue, or students could act out the solution to the problem in a way that is consistent with the character’s personality and speech.

- Provide students with a few lines of dialogue from the program and ask them to identify the character who spoke them.
- Write sentences describing events from the plot in chronological order. Then present the sentences in mixed order and ask students to place them in correct order.
- Ask students to write an imaginary biography of a character who is in one scene of the show but who is not regularly in the series.
- Ask students to write an inner monologue revealing the thoughts and feelings of a character who is facing a predicament.

If you have recorded your programs with open captions, you might use them to improve reading speed. Open captions remain on the screen when your VCR is in the search mode, so you can fast-forward the tape and ask students to try to read the captions as they speed by on the screen. Again, the density of program content, the vocabulary level of the dialogue, and the background of your students will be your guide.

An important part of using television in the classroom is to teach critical-viewing habits to students. Ask students to compare the actions in the programs with their own views of reality. Questions might be phrased as: Is Mr. Moore typical of a high school teacher? Would Dr. Samuels successfully substitute for your own principal? Are happiness and sadness in the programs portrayed in believable ways? Are problems such as those in the programs solved so easily in real life?

Another critical-viewing skill is to be able to recognize the conventions of television programs. For example, most sitcoms contain two stories in each program. Students should be aware of such things as how the writers involve all of the cast members in a single episode, the “formula” that the writers use, and the different formulas used for each type of program. Although the programs used in class
do not include the commercials, can students tell where commercials originally were placed? Do these breaks occur as a result of the plot, or must the plot fit the standard placement of commercials?

Students also should be aware of the social, political, or moral values that are illustrated in the programs. Could students imagine themselves as part of the value systems of those represented in the programs? What makes one show last and others get cancelled? How do ratings affect the durability of a series? What is the nature of entertainment, its value and purpose?

These types of questions make students think about the typical themes portrayed by the programs, the characterizations presented, and the personality traits emphasized by the creators and writers of the programs.
Taping Programs Off the Air

In order to record your own captioned programs, you will need a caption decoder. Some of the new television sets are equipped with decoding technology that will produce captions at the touch of a single button. The Television Decoder Circuitry Law of 1990 (S. 2974/H.R. 4267) requires that all television sets 13 inches or larger have this decoding circuitry by 1993. However, some television manufacturers began including decoding mechanisms in their sets in 1991.

There currently are two manufacturers of caption decoders, the National Captioning Institute, 5203 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, VA 22041 (800-533-9673) (available also through Sears, J.C. Penney, and Service Merchandise catalogue sales), and the Instant Replay Company, 2601 South Bayshore Drive, Suite 1050, Coconut Grove, FL 33133 (800-749-8779).

The National Captioning Institute (NCI) manufactures the Telecaption series of self-contained decoding machines that are placed between your videocassette recorder and television set. Instant Replay manufactures the Caption Master machine, a caption decoder built into a VCR. Both have the capacity to produce closed or open captions, depending on how you wire the machines. Both machines come with easy-to-follow instructions.

There are two main differences between open and closed captions. Open captions are “burned into” the tape and may not be removed for uncaptioned viewing. This feature will allow you to play a cap-
tioned tape in any VCR or player and see the captions. Open captions also will remain on the screen when your VCR is in the pause or search mode. Closed captions will disappear if you pause or freeze-frame the picture.

If you plan to use the freeze-frame function during instruction, choose a four-head machine. A four-head VCR is superior to a two-head machine because the four-head machine will freeze the picture without "noise" (a snowy, static picture).

Almost all prime-time national network programming is captioned. PBS captions almost all of its broadcast schedule. Programs in syndication that originally were broadcast on national networks usually retain their captions. You can tell which programs are captioned by the (CC) indicator following the title of the program in your television guide. Captioned programs also indicate the (CC) on the screen when the beginning credits are shown.

The National Captioning Institute publishes a quarterly newsletter providing timely information about upcoming captioned programming. The other main captioning agency, the Caption Center, also publishes a quarterly bulletin available by writing to: The Caption Center, WGBH Educational Foundation, 125 Western Avenue, Boston, MA 02134, (617) 492-9225.

You can record a program with the VCR timer, but you will not be there to remove the commercials. If you make a timed recording, be sure to re-record the program onto another tape and remove the commercials at that time. However, re-recording a tape will diminish the quality of the picture. Thus it is better to record the program while it is being broadcast, skipping commercials with the pause button. In a half-hour situation comedy, you will be left with about 22 to 25 minutes of program.

The best speed at which to record captioned programs is the SP, or standard play, speed. With a standard T-120 cassette, four half-hour sitcoms may be recorded with some blank space between each program.
While you record the program, leave on the sound and take notes on the theme, characters, and situations. Pose about 10 to 20 questions on literal and interpretive levels based on the plot and the characters. At the same time, write down all words that you think will be conceptually difficult for your students. In addition, write down any words of more than eight to ten letters, even such common words as tomorrow, responsibility, or friendship. At times, the captions will appear and disappear rapidly. Students may miss some of these simple but lengthy words. But since you will preview these words for your students in class, seeing them beforehand will prevent your students from having to ponder them when they appear on the screen. When you print up the vocabulary list, it is a good idea to print them in capital letters so that they match the captions.
Choosing Appropriate Programs

The programs you record for your classes will depend on the grade level of your students, as well as on their interest, language competence, reading level, and emotional maturity.

TV offers an instructional environment that reduces learning anxiety. The characters' paralinguistic body gestures, short sentences, lexical and syntactic simplification, clear articulation, and frequently exaggerated intonation add to the richly comprehensible input of situation comedies and cartoons. Vocabulary often is clarified in context and seldom, if ever, is arcane or esoteric. Idioms are used frequently, and high-frequency vocabulary is stressed. Students will learn many new words without formal vocabulary instruction.

For remedial or below-grade readers and intermediate and advanced ESL students, the network situation comedies are good choices. They are popular and humorous, and they lend themselves to literary treatment. The characters are well-established and somewhat predictable, so that students can concentrate on the dialogue instead of thinking about the motivation and personality of the characters.

For extremely low readers or readers in the elementary grades, cartoons can be effective. Low-intermediate ESL students also may find cartoons a good choice for captioned viewing. Cartoons with well-established characters are most appropriate, again because students can focus on the captioned dialogue rather than the characters. Cartoons have comparatively low vocabulary requirements, and key words
are frequently repeated. In addition, most cartoon episodes are not as lengthy as situation comedies and so do not demand extensive reading memory.

An additional source of materials is captioned karaoke videodiscs or videotape. These media display the words to popular and traditional songs across the bottom of the television screen so that participants may sing along to recorded music. The lead voice of the song is omitted; and the words are shaded from left to right as they are sung, so that participants can keep time with the music. While most karaoke is made in Japan, it is becoming increasingly available in the United States.

Students find it fun to sing along on a folk song such as "Old MacDonald," especially when pictures of the animals are displayed. Many songs can help to teach grammatical patterns. A song such as "Where Have All the Flowers Gone?" can be used to teach tense formations, while "Down in the Valley" can be used for prepositions and adverbs of location. Other appropriate songs available on karaoke include "Puff, The Magic Dragon," "Michael, Row the Boat Ashore," "Skip to M'Lou," and many holiday and popular songs. Karaoke can be especially useful with ESL students, as the songs provide an introduction to American music and culture while they also enhance language skills.
Two Sample Lessons for ESL Students

While captioned television is useful in teaching all students, it can be especially helpful when teaching ESL students. For ESL students, the amount of "comprehensible input" of captioned television is substantial. Because of television's multi-sensory use of pictures and sounds, as well as its entertainment focus, the additional use of captions enhances ESL students' acquisition of their second language. It is advisable to allow the sound to remain on when working with lower-level ESL students. Both seeing and hearing the words will reinforce listening and reading simultaneously.

For ESL students, seeing the printed words also can clarify slurred, accented, or elided speech. For example, seeing the spelled-out expression, "Jeet yet?" as "Did you eat yet?" will enable ESL students to make visual sense of speech that is otherwise incomprehensible to them. As students watch more programs from the same series, they will have more contexts in which to learn new vocabulary. At the same time, acquiring new words will become increasingly interesting for them.

Repeat viewings are recommended for ESL students. After previewing the vocabulary list, students should view a program with the sound left on for the initial viewing so that the story line and characterizations are more accessible. The teacher should then review the vocabulary previously glossed. The students should then view the program again, this second time with the sound turned off. The second viewing is followed by comprehension activities.
Following are two sample lessons for use with ESL students. Both use popular series broadcast on public television. The first, intended for beginning ESL students, uses “Sesame Street.” The second, designed for intermediate ESL students, uses “Reading Rainbow.” For information on the legal requirements for copying these shows, see the section on copyright regulations.

“Sesame Street” for Beginning ESL

*Lesson objective:* Using a segment from the PBS series, “Sesame Street,” beginning ESL students will become familiar with identifying body parts.

Many segments from “Sesame Street” are presented in the form of songs that contain frequent repetitions and refrains. Songs are especially suitable for captioned viewing because the captions usually match the lyrics exactly. The commercial videotape, “Sesame Street Songs,” is available widely in rental stores. One such segment concerns itself with the parts of the body.

The teacher first places a portable chalkboard or writing panel under the television set and writes the target words for parts of the body that students will learn. The teacher writes the words in a column in capital letters to match the capitals of the captions:

- EYEBROW
- MOUTH
- ELBOW
- ARM

The teacher introduces the program and reminds students that they will watch characters with whom they are familiar. Then the teacher plays the program with the sound on, so students are presented with the maximum of input from the program. Students see the actions of the puppets on the screen as the characters point to various body parts. They also hear the exaggerated intonations of the words, combined with the rhythmic and rhyming sounds of the language. Finally,
they see the printed captions of the body parts as they are pronounced by the characters.

After the initial viewing, the teacher reviews the segments that contain the target words. Students tell the teacher to pause the video when those words appear on the screen. Students then pronounce the words and match them to the ones on the list below the television set. Students also may be asked to point to their own body parts to further reinforce the concepts. These activities include all aspects of language acquisition: visual representation, physical response, auditory reception, print, and oral production.

The next viewing might include a sing-along. After each line in the song, the teacher freezes the picture and asks the students to sing the line in unison, again pointing to the body parts mentioned.

Finally, the teacher shows the segment with the sound turned off. The students sing and point to the body parts as the program runs. As a review, the teacher can turn off the TV and ask students to pronounce the words on the panel. This would be followed by students writing the words as they are dictated by the teacher. This gradual diminishing of input and increasing self-dependency will both test and further reinforce the acquisition of the target vocabulary.

In more advanced groups, the teacher might introduce additional terms by characterizing the body parts with adjectives. Students would learn about “bushy” eyebrows, a “wide” mouth, “curly” hair, or “muscular” arms.

“Reading Rainbow” for Intermediate ESL

*Lesson objective:* To encourage further reading experiences for intermediate ESL students.

Each episode of “Reading Rainbow” follows the same format. LeVar Burton, the program host, introduces a book by acting out a motivating scene that illustrates the background and context of the book being reviewed. Then selected, illustrated pages of the book are shown and
read aloud. This segment is followed by a student who recommends the book to the audience.

The teacher introduces the program by displaying a copy of the book being reviewed. (If the book is not available locally, preview pictures of the book covers and teaching suggestions may be obtained by writing to the Center for Media Awareness, 5616 Marbury Road, Bethesda, MD 20817. In addition, reference notes following the program provide source materials for teachers and addresses of publishers.) The teacher briefly explains the basic story to the students and then shows the entire program with captions and sound.

On the second day of the lesson, the teacher again shows the program with captions and sound; but the teacher freezes each line of the text as it appears. This technique allows the teacher to be the "page-turner" of the book. As each page appears, students are asked to read the caption out loud. Normally, when the teacher reads a book aloud, it is difficult for the teacher to observe whether students are actively listening. However, with the remote control, the teacher is free to stand at the rear of the class and easily observe which students are responding. Students can be asked to read each page chorally, in selected sequential groups, or individually.

On the third day, students view the program with the sound turned off. Stages of comprehension then can be examined. The first stage involves the knowledge level of the program: identifying and defining individual words and their meanings. The second stage examines students' comprehension of events and characters in the programs, with the teacher asking literal and inferential questions about the story. The third stage addresses the emotional level of students' responses to the literature. The teacher poses questions about students' personal reactions to the story, speculations about alternative outcomes, and value judgments about how the characters might behave in different situations. In this way the full range of literary response is explored. In addition, students prepare to read the book independently.
This technique highly motivates students to attempt independent reading. They have seen the story; they have read parts of the story aloud; they have seen the written words of the story; and they have responded to the story on literal, interpretive, and emotional levels of comprehension. Because of their previous experience of accepting what they see on TV at home, students bring to school a higher level of acceptance of learning in this way. The difference between classroom and home TV viewing, however, is the high level of structure in presentation, sequencing, reinforcement, and testing that the teacher imposes on the material in the classroom.

When watching programs with the sound on, teachers will notice themselves and their students reading the captions before the dialogue is spoken. Since static captions (phrases or words momentarily fixed on the screen in blocks) appear at the beginning of a scene, they often anticipate the spoken dialogue by a moment or two. Students will confirm their reading by hearing the spoken words immediately after they have read the captions.

Occasionally, captions are edited to fit the duration of the scene and will be slightly different from the actors' actual words. Students should be encouraged to discuss these differences, characterized by synonymous terms, omissions, and paraphrases.
Using Captioned TV in the Content Areas

Captioned television programs are useful for classes in the social studies, government, or current events. For these classes, teachers might explore the use of “realtime” captions, which change on the screen as the dialogue is spoken, rather than remaining still on the screen as the character speaks. Realtime captions are most often seen in live broadcasts, news programs, sports broadcasts, and interview shows. They are also unedited and verbatim.

Teachers can record the previous night's realtime captioned evening news program (or edited portions of it) and allow students to watch it the following day with the sound turned off. Using the “Five Ws” of journalism — Who? What? Where? When? Why? and How? — students can be asked to identify and summarize the essential information of the news stories. Afterward, students may view the news program with the sound turned on to verify their understanding of what was said. If captioned TV news broadcasts are used in conjunction with the daily newspaper, students will have a rich environment of print resources for understanding the events of the world.

Physical education classes also can promote reading skills by viewing sports broadcasts encoded with realtime captions. The fast action of the plays on the screen will contrast with the often delayed appearance of the captioned commentary. Students can test the accuracy of their observations against that of the sports announcers.

Science classes may take advantage of the variety of nature and ecology programming available on commercial and public networks.
The vocabulary levels of these programs tend to be quite high and technical, so it is advisable to preview vocabulary thoroughly before viewing. It also might be beneficial to allow the sound to remain on, since the focus of science lessons is on content, not on building silent reading skills. These programs are useful for previewing an appropriate unit of study or as a review for the same unit.

There are many captioned programs targeted for youth, including "Wonderworks," "Afternoon Specials," "Schoolbreak Specials," "DeGrassi Jr. High," and "DeGrassi High." Frequently broadcast in the afternoon, these programs are well constructed and deal with such youth-oriented issues as drug abuse, teenage pregnancy, serious illness, child abuse, teen relations, parent-child conflicts, dating behavior, trust, fantasy, and many others. The programs are rich with discussion potential for both students and parents. In fact, the networks frequently offer discussion and activity guides for these programs. Addresses usually are provided after credits have been shown at the end of the programs.

Teachers of literature classes might want to take advantage of the many captioned films on videocassette or videodisc. Movies based on novels may be shown as tie-ins to books. Of course, viewing time would take several days, since viewing should be limited to segments of 30 to 40 minutes at a time, especially if you decide to have your class see the film without sound. Captioned movies can be identified by the (CC) on the cassette box or the videodisc sleeve. However, these movies require the use of a caption decoder, since none as yet are prepared with open captions.

An additional suggestion: Ask students in literature classes to read selected short stories or chapters of novels, then view the entire film version of the literary work. Movie versions of novels abound; and the PBS series, "The American Short Story," offers film versions of short literary works by writers such as Richard Wright, F. Scott Fitzgerald, Ernest Gaines, Joyce Carol Oates, Mark Twain, Ernest Hemingway, O. Henry, and others. (See "Resources and Reviews," 26
in the November 1990 *English Journal* for additional references and teaching suggestions.)

Another activity, involving the participation of students beyond your own classroom, is a "Caption Club." Held at lunchtime or at another appropriate break during the school day, students from the wider school population could be invited to view captioned programs, without comprehension activities, as a means of promoting reading fluency. With support from your school’s administration, this activity could well be an integral part of a school-wide reading promotion program.

Parents can become involved in your captioned reading program as well. Often, parents are somewhat skeptical that having their children watch situation comedies or cartoons at school is educationally sound. If questions are raised, invite parents to observe their children participating in a captioned lesson. Parents who discover the value of this method of instruction might even help their children improve reading skills by purchasing caption decoders for use at home. If ESL students’ parents are learning English at the same time as their children, captioned viewing will assist them in attaining English literacy in a way that is entertaining as well as instructive.

Captioned television is a technique the imaginative teacher can embellish with a variety of before-, during-, and after-viewing activities. These activities can involve all the communicative skills of listening, speaking, reading, and writing at all levels of linguistic competence.
Copyright Regulations

Every teacher who wishes to record television programs for educational purposes should be aware of copyright regulations. Guidelines for off-air recording of broadcast programming for educational purposes were set forth in March 1979 by the U.S. House of Representatives Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and Administration of Justice. These guidelines include:

- Recordings are to be made only at the request of an individual teacher.
- The tapes are to be used for classroom instruction only and within a period of 10 school days after the broadcast.
- The school may retain the tape for an additional 30 calendar days for evaluation purposes only.
- The school is required to erase or destroy the tape when 45 days have elapsed following the air date.
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Sample Captioned TV Study Guide

The following study guide is based on the program, “Crash Course,” from the series, “Family Matters.”

*Focusing Question:* Would you like to have a license to drive a car? For those who already drive, can you remember when you wished you could drive? Eddie wants to drive very much, so Carl takes him on a test run to see if he’s able to pass the driving test. Let’s watch this episode of “Family Matters” to see how well Carl has taught Eddie the fine points of passing the driver’s exam.

*Synopsis:* Eddie is very excited about taking his driving test so he can take his girlfriend Jolene for a ride. Carl wants to take Eddie for one last run in the car for practice, but he’s going to take the role of a serious and strict driver’s license examiner to really test Eddie.

During the drive Carl adopts a tough attitude, making Eddie very nervous by yelling at him and warning him of a nonexistent bread truck he’s about to hit. Eddie is so shaken up that when he takes the real test, he flunks.

Later, in the garage talking to Laura, Jolene shows up expecting Eddie to take her for a ride. He tries to discourage Jolene from taking the ride, but she talks him into driving her. Laura warns Eddie about driving without a license, but he makes Laura promise not to tell Carl about it.

Later, Eddie comes crashing through the front door and into the living room with Carl’s car, demolishing the living room. Eddie had
been approaching the driveway safely when he saw a bread truck turning onto his street.

When Carl arrives home and yells at Eddie, Steve speaks up and tells Carl that he crashed the car, not Eddie. Carl says he'll speak to his father later. As Steve is about to leave, Eddie and Laura ask him why he took the blame for the crash. Steve explains he did it out of friendship for Eddie.

The next day, Steve comes to the Winslow's house wearing a military school uniform. He gives Eddie his baseball mitt and Laura some going-away gifts. Eddie cannot bear this and goes to Carl, telling him it was he who crashed the car. He says he let Steve take the blame because he did not want Carl to lose respect for him. Carl says he is sorry for making Eddie nervous, but he must make up the damages by working. Eddie returns to Laura and Steve and tells them he told Carl the truth. Steve and Eddie make up and begin to play catch in the living room. Steve breaks a lamp when he tosses the ball, but Eddie yells to Carl that it was he who broke the lamp.

Target Vocabulary

EXAMINER  DMV  STICKLER  INAPPROPRIATE
LEVITY  APPLYING  BICYCLE  HYDRANT
BUSINESS  FLUNKED  NERVOUS  RAPUNZEL
DISGUSTING  SIDESWIPE  ACCIDENT  UNDERSTAND
OVERREACT  PANTOMIME  APPRAISAL  KRAKATOA
SACRIFICAL  UNIFORM  PUNISHMENT  MILITARY SCHOOL
FAIT ACCOMPLI  CHOLESTEROL  SINUSES  MEMENTO
VALID  LICENSE  RESPECT  EMBARRASSED

Comprehension Check Questions

1. What had Eddie promised Jolene he'd do after his driver's test?
2. Why did Carl want to take Eddie for a pre-test drive?
3. Why did Carl deduct two points during their test drive?
4. What did Carl say Eddie almost hit?
5. Why did Eddie ask Carl to drive to the DMV testing center?
6. What did Jolene ask Eddie in the garage?
7. What did Steve ask Laura to give him?
8. What made Eddie crash into the living room with the car?
9. What announcement did Steve make to the family?
10. Why did Steve take the blame for what Eddie had done?
11. What might Steve’s parents do if Carl told them Steve crashed the car?
12. Where were Steve’s parents going to send Steve for punishment?
13. What advantage did Steve see in going to military school?
14. Why did Steve give Eddie a baseball mitt?
15. What did Eddie confess to Carl in the garage?
16. Why did Eddie let Steve take the blame for the crash?
17. What was Carl’s opinion about “messing up”? 
18. What did Carl admit to Eddie in the garage?
19. What did Carl decide would be Eddie’s punishment?
20. What was Steve’s last gift to Laura in the living room?

Follow-up Suggestions

Steve goes far beyond normal friendship by taking the blame for the crashed car in the living room. Ask students if they could sacrifice themselves similarly. Under what conditions would they take the blame for a friend or family member when they know the consequences of blame would be severe? Some students may have taken the blame for someone in the past. Some of them may offer stories of their own. Ask them to write about the reasons they took the blame for someone else, attempting to justify their loyalty to the person they protected or the fear of retaliation from the person who deserved the blame.

From another point of view, what was Steve’s real motive for blaming himself for the crash? Did he think Eddie would really let him go to military school? Did he think Laura would keep silent? Did
he do it in order to make Laura love him? These and other questions provide an opportunity to conjecture beyond the characterization intended by the writers. Allowing students free range in this area will enable them to see the limits to which “reading into” a character’s actions and motivations take them. Some characters and situations do not bear up under extreme analysis.

Students might consider Eddie’s situation in the context of irony. He apparently was confident and ready to take the driver’s test and pass, but his dad rattled him so much about the imaginary bread truck that he failed the test. Moreover, when he took the car, the crash into the living room was brought about by his seeing a real bread truck. Carl’s strict evaluation of Eddie’s driving was meant to help him pass the test, but the opposite occurred. The imaginary bread truck that Carl warned Eddie to avoid materialized just as he was arriving home and precipitated the crash into the living room. These two incidents of irony should be pointed out to students, and they should be encouraged to watch for irony in other stories.

A good point at which to interrupt the program and predict what will happen is just after the crash occurs and Steve announces that he was the driver of the car.
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